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Administrative History: Artificial collection created by WKU Archives to group Hardin Planetarium images 
together.  The majority of the photos are from WKU sources, but some donated by individuals.   
 
Date Built - 1967 
Architects - Johnson 
 
Namesake: 
The planetarium was named for Hardin Cherry Thompson [1938-1963], son of President Kelly Thompson who 
died during his senior year at Western. Thompson, an Industrial Arts major, was active in the Arts and Craft 
Club, Scabbard and Blade, the Pershing Rifles and served as a College Heights Herald reporter. 
 
The observatory is located 15 miles west of Bowling Green along Petros Browning Road and has a 24 inch 
telescope, a photometer and camera. 
 
History: 
Dedicated on October 13, 1967, the planetarium is seventy-two feet in diameter and 44 feet high, seats 
approximately 200 spectators in upholstered seats arranged in concentric circles with radical aisles. It contains 
a projection hemisphere room, display galleries and offices.["Planetarium One of Nine Western Structures Set 
for Dedication," Oct. 5, 1967]. The building was dedicated on Oct. 14, 1967. 
 




Extent: 4 folders, oversize, 38 slides 
 
Subject Analytics:  
Hardin Planetarium (WKU) 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
Planetaria 
Western Kentucky University 
 
Digital Commons:  
Architecture Astrophysics and Astronomy 
Interior Architecture Photography 
 
Accession Information: These records transferred to WKU Archives upon its creation. 
 
Access Restrictions: none 
 
Allied Materials:  
Images with UA1C2/36 prefix 
UA30/1/2 Planning, Design & Construction Building File 
 
Preferred Citation: UA1C2/, WKU Archives, Bowling Green, Kentucky, USA. 
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NC N6694-N6719 WKU Archives Hardin Planetarium - Construction 
Construction Description Subjects 
OS Box 68 9 
Oversize print of digital image.  WKU Archives does not own original image. 
WKU Archives Hardin Planetarium 
Description 
OS PC FOS48 WKU Archives Hardin Planetarium 
Night photographs Subjects 















PC F1194 WKU Archives Hardin Planetarium 
Snow Subjects 
